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KCF Two is nearly here –
Glastonbury here we come!

What’s in this month’s edition?
•

Loads of great stories!
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PRESIDENTS REPORT JULY 2017
Well what a month this has been? After intervention from the heavens and much frantic
preparation and re-preparation on behalf of a lot of people, QRC 1, the SR Automotive
Manumbar Rally has been run and won. A full report on the event appears elsewhere
in the magazine and in other sources. So, I will not go into too many details. It was a
chilly start to the day, around 3°C when I got to Nanango. But what an absolutely
cracking day and night it turned out to be weatherwise. I must admit to being somewhat
disappointed to have not been in the seat myself as I drove into the stage in the early
morning in my road car. It is really a great area for rallying.
Simon and Margot Knowles backed up from the award winning 2016 event to along with
their team produce yet another memorable rally. Margaret as always did a mountain
of work behind the scenes, and she tells me one particularly impressive statistic was that
all 130 volunteers who said they would turn up, DID turn up. A massive thank you to every
single person involved to make it such a great day. Manumbar Campdraft also deserve
our appreciation for their terrific hospitality. It is good to see the club has been able to
extend their facilities further this year and it continues to be a great place to base the
event. The night sky was marvellous if chilly afterwards. But the very welcome camp fires
kept some of the shill at bay. All in all, a most enjoyable day.
It was also a memorable event to see the standard of competition heating up. We are
of course scattered around the bush so not like watching V8’s on TV with instant results.
But the bush telegraph was working overtime as the buzz started to go around that some
of the young upstarts were starting to challenge the established order. Times seemed to
be being studied more closely than usual, and what excitement that brought to the
event. The presentation was very keenly attended as there was much to report.
It was great to see Vivek from MRF tyres and Shaun Gill the local agent also in support
and attending to see how the health of the championship is growing. With keen
competition comes more need to find the advantages, and so more people than normal
seemed to be asking about tyres, pressures, heat cycles and so on. I only learnt three
things in rallying so far:
1. Once bitten there is no cure
2. How to hide the bills (some anyway) from the Minister of Finance
3. The quickest tune up you can give a car is new tyres. No vested interest in my
part, engines are sexier, but even I can tell the difference a tyre makes.
We owe our thanks to MRF for their ongoing support of
the championship. The benefits are starting to flow
and it is something we need to put more effort into
recognising. For instance, last year the club was given
a cash grant which went straight into fire extinguishers
as safety equipment. One of those taken for granted things, but anyone notice the E85
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compatible fire extinguishers at the refuelling point? Thanks MRF and thanks Vivek. That
direct input is something we should not take for granted.
Of course, BSCC must also thank the ongoing,
dedicated support of the event sponsor. Stewie
Reid of SR Automotive. The cash injection, the
prizes, the official’s goodies bags and the use of
his spotless, state of the art facility for scrutineering
all really positively contributed to the outcome.
He even managed to get State of Origin on the
TV at scrutineering for us.
Support the people who support us.

As we roll around to the end of the traditional financial year, we also have to assess the
financial health of the club. We constantly monitor this but June 30 is a bit of a milestone.
Most will be aware that the last few years have been tough. But as of June 30, I can
report that finally BSCC is now completely debt free. We have had a debt lingering for
a couple of years due to ATO reasons, which has now been resolved. We also had a
couple of mysterious ‘members loans’ on the books.
Henk Kabel had graciously
covered the bank loan and that was paid down a while back, but finally it emerged that
club stalwart, (Sir) James Reddiex had lent the club money in the dark days. So, this
month we have been finally able to clear that as well. We start a new financial year
with a clean slate and all our available funds ready to be deployed for the future benefit
of the club, its members and the sport.
We cannot let this achievement pass without also paying tribute to some very dedicated
and generous people. The list is long and no doubt if I tried some would be missed. But
of course, the two Barry’s and their sausage sizzle team, all of them, played a part. But
on then it goes, our event sponsors, members who loaned money at the critical times,
others who put their hands up to assist with creating great events. The officials and
competitors who turned up. Basically, a club wide achievement of which we should all
be proud. But we must remain diligent to not let ourselves be restricted in such a way
again.
One other especially encouraging development during June was the BSCC co-driver’s
night. We had a bumper crowd of nearly 50 in, who hung on every word. Especially
those of our real live, living the dream co-drivers. Who would have thought you can use
a small capsule available in most bike shops to give you that extra PSI of pressure in a tyre
when you need it? Well done to our Club Captain Ryan Preston and to Margot Knowles
for putting it together. I can see that being the sort of night people want and the benefits
are real for new and not so new competitors. If you have some suggestions for what you
want, contact the club or Ryan.
So where do we go? I seem to keep asking that.
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The need to update our equipment to match the evolving face of rallying is still forefront
in my mind. Board member, John Coleman has put in a heap of work and investment
through his own business to bring us the first of the GPS clocks on the weekend. I have
heard some big kudos from competitors for being just what we needed.

Some will realise there was an issue in some locales with radio reception being blocked.
Electromagnetic emissions are a fact of our modern world, so we are resolving the
shielding issue to make them bulletproof. The benefits are enormous in having them,
especially as our old clock fleet is fast dying. Our radio equipment is tolerable at present,
but something also on the agenda. Grant applications are still active. Part of the clock
problem as mentioned above was possibly due to the age of our radios and not being
shielded against such things. The ability of modern digital equipment to not only be a
radio, but pass information like scores or messages, as well as track individual radios by
inbuilt GPS, have programmable duress or other buttons, connect to the internet etc. is
amazing. So hopefully one day soon, we will be able to do all that, and as a safety
boost, even know where everyone is at all times. Having such capability in-house would
dramatically improve our safety and control, and reduce potential for additional costs
being imposed by the outside influences. We need the grant money to kick start the
process for sure, but if you have a bent in that direction I would like to hear from you.
At the July Board meeting we will also start in earnest planning for the 2018 season. The
eternal questions will arise, what events are people looking for, when do we do what
events, who have we got to run them, how big or small do we go on some events, how
do we develop and reward officials, and how do we have more fun? Opinions welcome.
Looking ahead to the second half of the year. We have the first event of our KCF
Rallysport Short Course Challenge on July 22 at Glastonbury. Supp Regs are out and
entries are open. Craig Porter and the crew have been over the stages and everything
is coming together with some recent road work to make things that much better. We
originally programmed 3 such events for 2018, but sadly one has had to be dropped to
make way for the SR Automotive Manumbar QRC. The intent of this event and the
second KCF Rallysport Short Course event in October at Imbil, is to provide a pathway for
those wishing to build pace note skills safely. Elsewhere in the magazine, there is an
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important note as to how we are going about these events. PLEASE READ if you intend
to enter. As always, we need officials and supporters, so if you can, register and get up
to Glastonbury for a bit of short, sharp fun in July.
After that we have P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally in September to look forward to. We are
also trying to book a Christmas Party along same lines as last year. Which was a blast I
am told - keep an eye out for that. Elsewhere in the magazine will be the remainder of
the calendar with the important Bunning’s Sausage Sizzles and Club nights.
Reading back, a lot has been done, a lot is coming up and a lot is being planned. We
are always in need of people to assist. Once topic for the next board meeting is
succession planning. Where are the clerks of course of the future, club president’s and
so on? We have had a series of strategic planning meetings late in the year for the last
few years.
We will also give some thought as to what format that
might take for this year. We always welcome the
feedback. Please do not hesitate to contact the club
with suggestions.

Peter Flynn
pflynnaus@gmail.com
0423 204849
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Club Nights for 2017
Tuesday 4th July – Targa Tasmania Information Night
TBC - MCA Suspension Rally Set up Night
Wednesday 2nd August – Playstation or Karting Fun Night
Wednesday 4th October – Night Run by Tony Kabel

Ryan has been working hard to come up with some interesting
Club Nights for this year.

Call or Email Ryan if you have
any suggestions for club nights :
rynorallysport@outlook.com
M : 0434 217 296
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Club Polo Shirts

Click on the Link to order online
https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.
Sizes:

M EN
Garment Measurements
Measurement:
S M L
XL 2XL
Garment Half Chest 52 55 58 62 65

3XL
71

5XL
79

LA DI ES
Measurement:
8
Garment Half Chest 46.5

10
49

12
51.5

14
54

16
56.5

18
59

20
62

22
65

24
68

We’re sure you’ve seen lots of Club Members in these great looking shirts –
get yours now!
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I often question the value and sanity of being involved in rallying…..lets face it we invest vast
sums of money, time, effort and a great deal of mental attention to going as fast as we can down
a dirt road.
The people who aren't in the cars, the marshals, officials, volunteers and spectators also expend
great amounts of their time and money to make it all happen on the day, without them we simply
couldn't do what we do. Together the investment and expenditure is quite large, it would be
very interesting to calculate the value of the vehicles in the field for Manumbar, then calculate
the other expenses, I would hate to think of what that price tag would be.
Any economist would look at this equation and declare that it is unfeasible and possibly fiscally
reckless to pursue such an adventure……..and my Banker relatives have often made this point to
me over the years.
The question clearly is….”Why do it?”, well that’s a great question and the SR Automotive
Manumbar Rally answered that question very clearly for me.
Let me explain
December last year the BSCC Christmas party at Willowbank bought together the people who
run at the front and the people who generally run at the back…….often we don't meet on a rally
and quite frankly there is a divide there, not because of any reason other than for me I see these
people as super humans…..they do what I dream about doing, and in some ways that makes them
different.
What I found at the Christmas party was the better these people were at rallying the more
accessible and willing they are to pass on their skills and knowledge, they are humble people who
don't see themselves as special or have exceptional skills….even though they are and do.
It was a revelation for me to drive with Kent Lawrence and Marius Swart, then to stand around
and talk to Simon and Margot Knowles, Ian Menzies and pretty much everyone else on the day,
all these people were there willing to offer whatever they could to help me be a better driver
and support the rallying community, it was one of the best days I have had and it showed me
that the value of rallying isn't confined to what happens on the stages.
January this year the club held the test and tune day, on day two I was lucky enough to have
Simon Evans drive with me……if I was honest here I would say I was a bit lost for words when I
met him, after all he is Simon Evans. But you could not find a more down to earth non-diva
person, it was a complete contrast to what I had imagined.
After two minutes it was like we had known each other for 20 years….very surreal and
unexpected, refreshing and inspiring….Simon is a normal bloke…who would have thought!
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The next 30 minutes was like being shown what the promised land looks like…complete with the
instructions on how to get there……I should have written it all down, but as it turned out I didn't
need to because 2 weeks later he called me to make sure I had understood everything he talked
about and what I should do with the car…….who does that? Simon does, and so does everyone
else in this sport……
While all this was happening, I was secretly planning to compete in this year’s Vetomies rally run
behind the WRC in Finland July 27, during the planning for this rally, internationally regarded
navigator Tracey Dewhurst was introduced to me by the Finnish owner of a rally car hire
company, his English was not the best and he left it to Tracey to help me arrange the deal.
I didn't know Tracey was actually a navigator until much later, and once the deal was done I
started to look for a navigator. Tracey and I became friends on Facebook and I cyber stalked her
only to find out she is a very experienced co driver and has competed in Finland before…….I asked
her if she would be interested, two days later she confirms that she will meet me in Finland and
we can do the event!!!!
How did that happen, how did a person I have only met on the phone and Facebook agree to go
to the other side of the world and get in a car with me……. well it just so happens she is friends
with Simon Evans and asked him what he thought…..he gave me a little wrap and the deal was
done!!
Manumbar rally was chosen to be our prep event before Finland.
I approached Shaun Gill from ‘Tyres and More’ to help me prep the car prior to the event, he
went through the car and found a few things, arranged everything and gave me a very strong
reliable car that gave me confidence to just drive, I cannot thank Shaun and the team enough for
this effort, it wasn't an easy week for them.
On a side note, if you prepare your own car that’s great, if you can find someone like Shaun to
help you…that’s even better.
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I have never felt so much pressure before a rally, this really meant something to me, the people
I had looked up to in the sport were backing me to do well.
After the first stage Tracey and I gelled well we pressed on concentrating on the relationship and
getting the flow of the car right, practising the left foot braking thing Simon had showed me, our
times were really impressive considering we were at about 70% commitment.
To finish 7th on our first event in a QRC was amazing and unexpected, it is by far the best result
I have ever had and I have the people of the rallying community to thank for it.

Why do we do this sport?……..some days it is soul crushing and terribly depressing…….then you
remember all the people you have met the friendships you have made and the amazing people
who are so generous with their time and resources and you remember the shear exhilaration of
driving a car to its limits, testing yourself and pushing yourself to be better, to go faster, to
achieve something in yourself…….
When it all goes right, there is no better feeling, when it all goes wrong it is good to know that all
of the rallying community are cheering you on to feel better and get back out there.

Why do we do this sport……….it’s because of you.
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Manumbar Wrap Up
Where do we start!! First and foremost, our heartfelt thanks to all the officials – we had
approx. 120+ people registered to complete roles at the event and to our great delight
every single roadblock and SOS appeared at the allocated time to perform their duty.
We had no last-minute panics to fill positions and this is probably the single greatest thing
any event can ask for – so thank you, thank you, thank you.
Special mentions go out to :
The entire Mackay clan for Event Secretary duties, scoring, regroup, start control and
everything else that was asked of them!
The Hurfords for Friday setup, repeater setup, repeater pull down, Rach on regroup and
their great company over the weekend.
Peter and Noelene Whalley for Thursday night entertainment & cooking duties, Friday setup shenanigans, Radio Relay at Nanango, yummy slices, desert every night, ice for our
drinks, Sunday pack up and just about everything else they could do.
Rob Dixon for Friday set-up shenanigans, swapping from Fast Sweep to Zero car and
doing an amazing job with Peta Davies in that role, Sunday pack up, Dad jokes, Dixon
comments and everything else in-between!
Tristan Carrigan for Sunday pack up/pull down,
farmers are so versatile!!
Friday set-up teams including David Nash and
Pammy, Stephen “Yorkie” Berry, Adrian Clarke,
Ross McCulloch, Arthur Roper and anyone else I
missed!
All our amazing course cars – Double zero
(should really have been called Triple 000 with three of them in the car, Tony Kabel, Bazza
and John Coleman) and they did in the end become Triple 000 and Double Zero when
David & Pammy decided to lie down on the job! David & Pammy – sorry about your
little whoops! Kent Lawrence and Nathan in the original Zero that then became Fast
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Sweep and they kept fixing the Saab and getting back into it all day. Craig Porter who
absolutely worked his butt off all day filling Fast Sweep, Slow Sweep and all jobs required!
Thanks to Riff Raff recovery team – as always, they never leave anyone in the forest and
work tirelessly to get everyone home.
Stages don’t happen without great Stage Commanders and we had FIVE awesome ones
on the weekend : Graeme Hutchinson, Iain Robertson, David Martin, Kevin Lefever &
Adrian Clarke – thanks guys!
Special thanks to Choppy and Greg Sewell managing the HQ radio’s and managing our
confusing stage names – which had multiple different versions during the day. From
Kabunga to Kambunga to Kowabunga to whatever and also to confuse the whole issue
we also had Kandanga Creek thrown into the mix. I suggested to Choppy that next year
we might name all the stages with a “K” at which point he resigned from the radio role –
no sense of adventure really!!!
Thanks to Sheridan for
Competitor
Relations
Officer duties whilst also
managing
several
Hetherman car issues and
crisis’. As usual she was a
fountain of knowledge
and sorted everything we
required.
Mark Neary’s bike team –
who had LOADS of work
all day. David Bates bike team who had loads less work but hopefully as much fun!
We could mention so many more people for their individual role in making this event
happen and at the end of the day that was what this event was all about – every single
person came to the front and went above and beyond their role to make it happen.
And of course, we should thank the competitors for coming – no rally without them!! You
all behaved yourselves (well most!!) and put on one hell of a show. Close racing, good
battles in all the classes and some competitors really stepping up and showing great
pace. Should make the rest of the championship an absolute hoot!
Watch out to the old boys the young ones are coming for you.
Loads of rest is required before we even contemplate what will be the SR Automotive
Manumbar Rally for next year – but as I mentioned to one competitor on Saturday night
a significant change to the course will be coming – stay tuned for more new roads and
interesting format.
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Congratulations to everyone involved
and I apologies for anyone we’ve
missed.
Events like this are great for our club, our
sport, the future of rally and really
everyone’s a winner.

See you out in the forest soon
Simon and Margot Knowles
We shouldn’t forget to thank Manumbar Campdraft Association for another excellent
weekend plus Nanango Stags Football Club for opening their grounds and canteen.

Photos courtesy of Alan McIntosh Sports Photography – find him on Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/alanmcintoshsportsphotography/
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As part of the prize pack from the recent SR
Automotive Manumbar Rally – Two lucky
people get to go on a hot lap with Shell V
Power Racing at Willowbank Raceway.
A random draw was held after the event and
the lucky winners are……….

From competitors draw : Morgan Douglas
From officials draw : Brigitte Kabel
We’ll be in touch about your hot lap on
Tuesday 1st August!
Thanks Stewie at SR for organising this great
prize
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IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL
COMPETITORS
In 2017, BSCC undertook to put together three events to allow competitors the
opportunity to start to acquire and/or develop their pace noting skills. This came after a
gap of some years in having regular pace noted events in the calendar. Of course, this
is not compulsory and any competitor wishing to, is free to use the high-quality road book
on offer and drive the events blind, and enjoy themselves how they see fit. Unfortunately,
the first event had to be cancelled to make way for QRC 1 and so now we have two
events remaining to work on this skill.
BSCC also undertook to seek the assistance of an experienced competitor to put
together a set of basic ‘safety notes’, as a means of giving an introduction to the idea,
and reducing the pressure on competitors to have to write from scratch, refine and utilise
their own set within the time available on the day. It is not something the club will
continue to offer indefinitely in keeping with the notion that we are looking at an
introductory phase back into regular such events. When making this undertaking the
club was thinking squarely of a competitor with basic or no skills or experience in this area.
The risk of providing this assistance is for competitors to become over-confident or to
attempt too quickly to perform above their abilities. The basic safety notes on offer have
been written from the perspective of one competitor and with a knowledge of their car.
It is vital that all competitors treat this information as such and adjust accordingly to meet
their own abilities, their car, the weather and road conditions on the day. To attempt to
improve the learning experience and to reduce any perceived pressure to ‘perform’, the
following measures will be in place:
•
•
•
•

All competitors must sign a disclaimer prior to being given their ‘safety notes’. They
will be distributed at document check to allow familiarisation.
A list of abbreviations and symbols used will be distributed prior to the event so
that competitors will have time to familiarise themselves with the terminology.
Experienced competitors will be on hand prior to and during the recce and event
to ask questions that may arise.
Due to the short day, KCF Rallysport Short Course 2 at Glastonbury on July 22 will
only have a single recce pass. While competitors will be timed for the first
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competitive pass, times will not count to the final result. There is time to work up
speed without ‘competitive’ pressure.
KCF Rallysport Short Course 3 at Imbil on October 28 will allow two passes of recce.
Thereafter all three competitive passes will be timed and count in the final result.

So, there is a deliberate progression for competitors to build their skills and confidence
during the conduct of the two events. Therefore, competitors are encouraged to enter
into each event with the spirit intended and gradually build their speeds and skills as their
ability and experience allows.
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Date

Event

Venue

Clerk of Course

July 22

KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Pace noted event, Round 2

Glastonbury Craig Porter

Long term supporter KCF Rallysport is back behind the running of 3 short course rallies in
the SEQ area over the course of 2017. The events will be based in 3 different locations
with 3 different organising teams to give variety. Focused on offering opportunities for
competitors to practice pace notes or just have a run over around 60km in tight compact
daylight events.
UPDATE: The club intends to provide safety notes for the Short Course series and we will
hopefully have one person doing all three events to ensure continuity. The safety notes
are designed to help educate novice competitors on writing pace notes. A great
learning opportunity to those who haven’t done notes before!
Additional UPDATE : Roads are great and ready to go! We have safety notes underway
and refer to more details on those elsewhere in the magazine.

Sept 16

P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally
Final round of 2017 MRF Tyres
QRC

Benarkin

Ian Gorski

The Benarkin district has reopened after extensive work as a new and challenging rally
venue. Building and learning from the first full event on 2016, Ian and his team are back
to provide a high quality event over around 130km of challenging, technical roads with
a bit of everything. P3 Solutions are also lending their continuing support as is the friendly
Benarkin school community.
Sep 30 – Oct 1

German Autos Thornton Off
Road

Thornton

Barry Neuendorff

We all enjoyed the events in 2016 in glorious sunshine. Laurie and Tait are back to organise
another Off-Road event following the recent success. Come and watch these amazing
machines fly. Compact format handily located just a short drive from Laidley.
Update: Barry Neuendorff has kindly volunteered to be Clerk of Course for this event and
Rod Sams will take on the Secretarial Role (Margaret is having a well earned overseas trip
at this time).
Margot will also be arranging the catering team too.
Volunteers are now being accepted if you want to be involved in a key role.

Oct 28

KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge
Pace noted event, Round 3

Imbil

Watch www.bscc.asn.au for details or follow us on Facebook.

Paul Woodward
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Any enquiries to BSCC at BSCC@ozemail.com or 3267 7647 Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Or contact the President, Peter Flynn on pflynnaus@gmail.com or 0423 204849.

Want to see results from SR
Automotive Manumbar Rally?
Visit the results page on our website
http://bscc.asn.au/results
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BUNNINGS IS BACK
FOR 2017
Volunteer for these dates to help the club:
Tuesday 18 th July
Friday 25 th August

Email: bscc@ozemail.com.au

Mark Moddejongen is looking for a QR25DE motor from a T30 X-Trail – either runner
or suitable for rebuilding,
If you can help Mark please contact him on 0417 604 426

Neill Wooley is upgrading his race suit and will have a surplus race suit that he
was hoping he could give to a junior or someone looking to enter the sport.
It’s a small men’s size, Neill is about 173cm tall.
He also has a set of race boots too!

Photos of the suit below!

If you think you might be a candidate for Neill’s generosity then give him a call
on 0411 162 731
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I have recently moved to
Woodenbong and am desperately
seeking an experienced co-driver.
My car is a Datsun 1600 and see
Sawyer/Sawyer COT 2014 for my
form. If anyone in the club is
interested, please let me know.
Thanks Michael
atraxv@gmail.com
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally
https://www.facebook.com/Lockyer300/

If you’re on Twitter you can search for us
@Brisporting
https://twitter.com/Brisporting
Find us and follow us for all the latest info and motorsport
tweet, tweets!
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ............................... Peter Flynn
Vice President ....................... Paul Woodward
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Club Captain ......................... Ryan Preston
Immediate Past President ... Barry Neuendorff
Board Members .................... Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel,
Paul Woodward, Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, John Black, David Bannister, John Coleman
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Brian Gavin
Social Media………………Adrian Clark

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au

If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and The Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Brayden & Tony Wilson – Member No: 4937
Matt & Amy Davidson – Member No:4936
Kim Doak – Member No: 4938

Welcome back to Old Member re-joining
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

